Inspiring people to be extra-ordinary leaders from the inside out

►Coaching
►Consulting
►Mentoring
►Keynotes
►Workshops
►Retreats

PRESENTATION OVERVIEW:

PEOPLE PERFORM – ORGANIZATIONS DON’T!
We’ve been created to be a successful unit in nature.
Did you know that:
Eyes can discern 8 million shades
Ears can discern 300,000 tones
A cubic inch of bone can withstand a t ton force
All 600 muscles can pull 25 tons
And our brain has immeasurable learning, understanding, creativity & intuitive abilities.
But we’re really just a bag of dirt and water that can think.
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Our brain is not formed until week 6 or 7 of pregnancy. So our
thoughts are not us. Our thoughts make us LESS effective because
we organise those thoughts, by adding emotion, to create our
reality.
We have accumulated baggage – some good, but a lot not so good!
The trouble is that we then use our tainted thoughts to design and
create organisations that are not NATURAL entities.

By definition, an organisation is a group of people who get together for a common
purpose. These are force fitted structures with processes, procedures, rules, and lots of
other adopted characteristics that hinder them from being a successful natural entity in
nature.
My People Perform – Organisations Don’t presentations give participants the knowledge
and the tools that enable them to integrate effective individual performance with effective
organisation structure – that produces value driven outcomes.
I look forward to being the catalyst with your people to improve personal and
organisational effectiveness . Call me to discuss your needs and how we can personalise
the session for you.
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